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Introduction
Last Saturday I found myself on a bed, surrounded by someone’s entire clothing ensemble, counting
the number of shirts with short sleeves she owned. I was conducting a wardrobe study of the
wardrobe of Ursula, a 25 year old Dutch language student. My aim in this essay is to interpret her
wardrobe and her attitude towards her clothing, in order to contribute to the ongoing debate about
constructing and communicating through clothing.
Clothes as cloths that keep us warm, clean and covered
The words Ursula used most often to describe her clothing were 'comfi' and 'praktisch'. Clothes that
were not either one were discarded or in disuse. Ursula's everyday outfits were geared towards
maximising both, and consisted of jeans, cotton t-shirts and soft vests. Her wardrobe for everyday
use shows that values of utility are still very important for her. Like van der Laan and Velthuis
(2013) found, mundane criteria like the weather and whatever is clean are relevant to dressing.
Ursula stated that she likes to have a lot of options in thickness, layers and longness of clothing so
that she can dress optimally for how warm or cold the weather is. She also always wears the same
shirt 2 or more days in a row because she does not want to waste electricity, water, time and
washing powder to wash a shirt after one day, when it is not yet very dirty or smelly. In accordance
with what van der Laan and Velthuis (2013) found, Ursula also focuses on material characteristics
of clothing. When describing favourite pieces the first thing she mentions is that it is comfortable
because it is soft or fits very well.
Clothes as our safety net (260)
For Ursula dressing for a normal day involves choosing a pair of jeans, a shirt (short or long
sleeves) and a vest (of variable thickness). Either the jeans or the vest must have a bright colour, but
not both. Van der Laan and Velthuis (2013) argue that routines and rules play an important part in
daily dressing and this is certainly true for Ursula. She has created her own rules for dressing that
make it easy and efficient to choose what to wear. Telling is that she has ordered her closet so as to
be able to pick up pants, shirt, and vest practically without looking. Most days choosing what to
wear for the day is not a process of deliberate decision making but a semi-automatic ritual.
Van der Laan and Velthuis (2013) write that Dutch men rely on routines to produce a decent
outfit for them, and that they see their wardrobe as filled with safe options. One man is quoted
saying “Most of my clothing combines easily […] You can not go wrong”. (pp 7). This idea of the
safe options is also present in Ursula's conception of her wardrobe. When talking about a favourite
pair of green trousers she says they are 'altijd goed'. And when buying new clothes she states that it
is important that they combine easily with what she already has at home. She describes her
everyday clothes as easy to combine with one another, and her rule of wearing something bright
with something calm she sees as always producing an acceptable outfit.
Clothes as play and expression
Sometimes Ursula wakes up and finds that she has 'zin in' a different kind of outfit. She might want
to feel feminine and wear a skirt or dress, or feel grown-up and choose a blouse or formal vest. She
had trouble putting into words were this desire came from and what would prompt it. She described
it as a mood. Indeed Campbell (2007) briefly considers the use of clothing to express or convey
moods.
I do not agree with him however that because outfits are expressions of mood they are not
connected to basic personality. Ursula would certainly not agree that femininity and professionalism
or maturity are not part of her personality. I am inclined to think with Van der Laan and Velthuis

(2013) that clothing not only has to fit the body to be worn but that fit to personality is equally
important. My findings substantiate this. When describing items that she had in her closet but never
wore, the reasons Ursula gave were always about them not fitting with her current self and/or her
personality. She does not want to wear clothes that make her (at least in her own eyes) appear stif or
strict. Likewise, she would never wear an all grey or brown outfit because she does not want to
appear or feel boring. These clothes do not fit in with how she sees herself and as a consequence are
experienced as uncomfortable. Like the Dutch men from the van der Laan and Velthuis study (2013)
Ursula wants her clothes to reflect who she is. But because there are different sides of her, that are
more or less present in certain moods, she has a couple of different styles to accentuate these
different sides.
I do not want discount however that play, or the trying out of identities/styles, plays a part in
consuming clothes in this way. People may require their clothes to fit their identity, but in my
experience people rarely know exactly who they are. Buying and trying to wear a pair of hot pants,
or baggy pants can be a way to find out if being provocative or slobby is part of your personality. If
you feel they 'fit' it is, if not, then not. Ursula plays with clothes in this way but only a little bit. She
sometimes trades clothes with her girlfriends and finds latter that the clothes do not 'fit' her and
discards them. For example this has happened to a skirt that she liked but did not wear because she
found it too short for her to fit her self-image.
Clothes as Identity and Authenticity
van der Laan and Velthuis (2013) suggests that people construct personal narratives through
clothing consumption. This consumption is an authenticating act. Their respondents anchor their
identities in (the consumption of) clothing. In this way clothes can provide a feeling of consistency
in their personality and be used to make sense of change. Ursula told me during the interview that
she could perfectly recall what she wore on her first day of high school: “Een groene broek met
wijde pijpen en een roze shirtje. Ik was verlegen dus ik kon niet laten zien dat ik niet saai was, maar
mijn kleren wel.” She went on to say that she would wear these clothes today if they still fitted and
that her current style still resembles her style from back then. She links the way her style has
changed to her personal development. For example she now wears shorts in summer, which she was
to shy to do when younger. She has also started wearing heels to express her maturity. Ursula's
clothing does not only express who she is but also who she want to be. Something also mentioned
in van der Laan and Velthuis (2013). She has recently bought two knitted vests because she thinks
they are appropriate for when she is teaching sign language, her dream job.
Clothes as communication
It is a trope in social science that clothe are used to communicate massages to others. Likewise most
people think that the way they dress will influence what people think of them. Ursula is no
exceptions here. She want to appear to people in a certain way and her clothes must play their part.
Campbell (2007) states that to be able to send and receive messages through clothing you must
know things about fashion. But Ursula uses a broader cultural frame through which to send
messages with her clothes. She wants to communicate that she is a happy person and not boring, so
she dresses in bright colours, regardless of current fashion. She also wants to come across as neat
and to communicate this she uses very durable, broadly shared and long standing norms about
cleanliness, how much of the body to cover up, and state of repair of clothes. She is not very fashion
conscious, nor effects to be so. Campbell suggests that clothing styles nowadays can be seen as
attempts at a language of character, and as you can read above this is indeed the case for Ursula.
According to Campbell (2007) people rarely interpret massages through clothes in the way the
message was intended by the sender. This may be so, but in the case of Ursula I regarded her style
as bright, happy, neat and sophisticated before a spoke to her on the subject. Ursula seemed to be
aware of the possibility of her style not coming across as she meant and was very happy when my

interpretation coincided with her own.
Conclusion
Clothes play an important, though mostly unacknowledged, part in Ursula's life. She has minimised
the effort required to look 'goed', but does use clothes as a way of expressing to herself and the
world who she is. Most times this is an unconscious process but at specific moments, the wardrobe
study being one of them, she is aware of how she uses clothes to communicate and how clothes help
her to feel a stable, although developing, sense of self. Her clothes consumption is situated
somewhere in between the clothing-through-construction-paradigm and the critiques of Campbell
(2007) and van der Laan and Velthuis (2013).

